ENGL10210 QUIZ 2
Name and Number ……………………………………………………………………………..

!

Write a CONTROLLING IDEA to turn each of the following topics into TOPIC SENTENCES (3
Marks):

!

1. Television _____________________________________________________________________________
2. The English Language ______________________________________________________
3. Engineering ______________________________________________________________

!
4.
!

Write a CONCLUDING SENTENCE for the following 5-sentence paragraph (3 Marks):
My house is famous in my home town for having several unusual architectural features. First, it
is upside down, with the front door on the top floor and the bedrooms on the ground. Also, it
has three staircases which all start in different places but end on a single landing. The third
amazing feature is the aquarium which separates the living room from the kitchen.	


CONCLUDING SENTENCE: _______________________________________________________	

________________________________________________________________________________	

In the following 11-sentence paragraph, identify the FIRST AND SECOND MAIN SUPPORTING
SENTENCES (4 Marks):	


!

Monday is the day that I hate the most. The weekend has come to its inevitable end. I will have
no more parties for a week, no more fun and nothing to look forward to. Additionally, I cannot
sleep in and get the amount of rest I need to function at my best. After the weekend has past, I
have to go back to school. School means getting up at the crack dawn, being tired all of the time
and studying things that I don't care about. Furthermore, I meet up with my enemies, and worse,
my teachers. Finally, Monday is the beginning of a long, gruelling week. I have a terrible future
for the next five days with no get-togethers with my friends. As well as a terrible future, I can
expect to be tired from constant reading, homework, writing and hanging around the house. In
conclusion, since my wondrous weekend has vanished, school has raised its tedious head, and a
long, almost never-ending week of tedium awaits me, Monday is a day I absolutely can do
without.

!
5. MS(1) _______________________________________________________________________
6. MS(2) _______________________________________________________________________

